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This is the third and last volume of 
A Subjective History of Filmic Transition 
– The Restauration of Mediocracy and the 
Refoundation of Romanian Cinema. The title 
is suggestive for a certain style of writing 
and for the fact that this essay is meant as 
an action story, with a plot centered on the 
fortunes and misfortunes of the Romanian 
fi lm. I will try to explain it succinctly. 
Valerian Sava starts the book with a pref-
ace in which he tells of his last-minute de-
cision to use subjectivity. First and fore-
most, he does not believe in an absolute 
truth and he wants to assume the story 
from his personal viewpoint. The direct-
ing force of the book lies in a passionate, 
cultured outlook on cinema and the antag-
onism with the national fi lm industry, “the 
mediocracy”. The book off ers the specta-
cle of his incisive, polemical complaint 
with the contemporary, local fi lm scene. A 
claim for objectivity would have hindered 
his discourse, forcing it to fi t the classicist 
shape of scientifi c demonstrations.

The volume consists of the most im-
portant articles published in Observator 
Cultural, a cultural weekly (in original, ro. 
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–“inconturnabilul hebdomadar” from the 
fr.“l’incontournable hebdomadaire”– he 
tends to use a passé lexicon for humorous 
eff ect, evoking a national characteristic, an 
interwar att itude of pretension) and edit-
ed in 2013. Each year it’s chronicled in a 
dedicated section. The volume is concen-
trated within a time frame placed between 
2007 and 2010. The book closes with the 
addenda, highly referenced in the main 
text. There he puts pieces of articles which 
were not included in the main body and 
pieces writt en by his fond collaborators or 
the new fi lm directors he appreciates.

Despite the self proclaimed subjective-
ness, the author is against impressionist 
criticism. Valerian Sava, as a critic, comes 
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on as highly educated, an expert in his fi eld of study. He assumes a bibliography of 
fi lm aesthetics (one will fi nd reference to André Bazin, for example) and an att itude 
of professionalism. The articles could be classifi ed as either: close-readings of movies 
using the specialized language of cinematography, or satires of the ignorant, corrupt 
public fi lm institutions.

Sometimes subjectivity comes as an excuse for the lack of structure. The articles 
document the progression of events inside the fi lm industry, but the reader needs to 
put together his or her own whole picture. The preface sets other coordinates, too. 
Sava presents the team of fi lm critics he is part of, formed after the suggestion of Alex 
Leo. Şerban (one of the pivot players in the story) in the fi lm department of the cul-
tural journal Observator Cultural. They named themselves in mockery – The 5 (later the 
7, 9 and fi nally, 12) who scared the rest. In time, they will own their position as the New 
Critics. They are repelled by the procedures of nationally representative fi lm associa-
tions (CNC – National Center of Cinematography, UCIN –The Romanian Filmmakers 
Union, UARF – The Union of Romanian Authors and Filmmakers) responsible for al-
locating funds from the state budget for prospective fi lm projects and for awards of 
performance. This is a group who also reacts. Each year starts off  badly, due to the fact 
that this moment corresponds to when CNC announces the winning projects. The cor-
ruption is detailed in many chapters, in a sarcastic tone, starting with the fi rst chapter 
called “How the CNC embezzles the scope of Romanian fi lm. The Anatomy of a Legal 
Infamy”. Just look at the titles and subtitles! They are frequent, concise, and a catchy. 
They track the main idea, sometimes lost in the author’s ornate style. 

The book is based on the dialectic between the bad and the good, the provincial and 
the artistic, the retrograde and the New. On one side, there are the state institutions ac-
cused of corruption and mediocrity against the independent fi lm makers who manage 
to shine on their own terms outside of their country. The critics are divided between: 
the dilett ante, for whom fi lm is mainly plot and action, who enjoys gross aesthetics and 
the professional, who knows cinema as a separate art, with a particular craft.

Romanian cinema started from a disadvantaged position. The communist regime 
imposed psychological repercussions at personal and societal level. Valerian Sava re-
fers to “the satanic decade” which stopped the cultural maturation of cinema. But from 
this context sprang resiliently the New Romanian Cinema. Recently, important mov-
ies were created and they were not properly understood and appreciated in their own 
country. Valerian Sava wants to off er an alternative. His style is specialized, yet high-
ly engaging. The synopsis of fi lms discussed is as vigorous as a screenplay competing 
for funding from the public budget should be. The verve of the tragicomedy of medi-
ocrity inside the cinematographic institutions is poignant. 

His analysis is confi dent and in depth. He asserts meaning by making appeal to 
specifi c fi lm assets. In this historical account you get an aesthetics lesson too. I had the 
feeling he puts out the knowledge that lacks to those responsible with granting funds. 
He does not say how things are, but he leads you to a conclusion. The objective side of 
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his story consists of the articles in themselves, published at a specifi c moment in the 
newspaper. Their message could have been summarized in a more concise way. Yet 
the pleasure of reading would have been sacrifi ced. 

The fi rst section deals with 2007.The adventure starts with the turmoil and protests 
against the grants awarded by CNC, the awards for performance off ered by UCIN 
and the “coterie viager” of UARF (p.57). Other than that, a Romanian director re-
ceived the Palm D’Or and he was ignored by offi  cial establishment. The main confl ict 
between two types of cinema is described as following: there is the New Cinema and 
there is the Mediocre Cinema “who uses the greatest share of annual production bud-
get to make movies for the interest of producers and those who give the funding” (p. 
29 quoting Cristian Mungiu accused for calumny). 4,3,2, Cristian Mungiu’s winning 
fi lm,  marked the affi  rmation of an autochthonous fi lming school - the New Romanian 
Cinema (NCR). He describes it as: “unique au monde” intimacy/realistic, ineff able/
atrocious (p.78). Other than that, the critic names an indigenous fi lming style – the 
post-mioritic (not the postmodern, but a post-national) and one can gather clues about 
the traits of socialist fi lm school in Romania.

Sava keeps track of alternative fi lm festivals like The Gopo Awards or the IIFF 
(International Independent Film festival) Anonymul in contrast to “the systematic re-
gime of mediocracy restoration from the anti-reform enclave” (p.59) – in a savory way, 
he captures the spirit of the confl ict! Each chapter fi nishes with a top ten of the author 
or his critic comrades in arms (in original from it. “Commilitone”). The personal top 
ten refl ects the evolution of Romanian fi lms felt in comparison to the success of impor-
ted fi lms(p143). The year 2008 starts off  in a bad humour like its predecesor. The re-
sults for the projects that will receive public funding is distempering for the advised, 
expert cinephile. “The Antireform Continues” (p.87). So does the chase for public mo-
ney from CNC. But the author stresses the feeling that the intellectual-resistant arena 
is gathering more strength. There are altercations between a 2 types of criticism – the 
provincial, the dilletanteversus the expert, the professional. We are painted an ima-
ge of the bad and the good. The bad, fi nanced by the state is scrutinously criticised, 
maybe as part of scape-goating ritual – exorcising the lack of tastein art and the pursu-
it of fi nancial gain. He carefully takes notice of the “insurgent”, new-born festivals like 
NexT, the annual cinematographic disasters and the aesthetics of the New Cinema in 
Thomas Ciulei’s fi ctional documentary. The dichotomies are obvious: either extreme-
ly good or horrible movies. The cultural scene enriches with epigonic, symptomatic of 
the amplitude of the New artistic movement. A Bucharest Event – The Top Ten – Best 
Romanian Movies, organized by UCIN provokes a discussion about predecessors and 
the ante-revolutionary style of fi lm-making.

For 2009 other chronicles are scrutinizing the provincial cinema and the New 
Cinema. He sees the apotheosis of the New artistic movement – the complete Romanian 
auteur movie in Poliţist, adjectiv (Police, adjective). Other articles present the petitions 
with the Ministry of Culture and a review of a book on Romanian fi lm writt en by the 
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regrett ed critic Alex Leo. Şerban. 2010 off ers another summit of Romanian auteur mov-
ie – Felicia, înainte de toate. He defi nes it by making reference to Louis Delluc and to 
the intrinsic purpose of cinema: to capture the passing moment, it is “a temporal, non 
spectacular art” (p.204). Nevertheless, something aesthetically novel arises –Marţi după  
Crăciun – the wave starts to free itself in another form. 

The book is convincing through its professionalism. The author is perfectly in-
volved within his art, he watches movies with a critical, awaken eye. And he is open 
to changes. Valerian Sava can identify when labels start to be problematic for critics, 
as it happens when he draws att ention to Andrei Gorzo’s contentions, showing that 
the Romanian neo-Neorealism expectations start to be confi ning. The love for cinema 
is inspiring, despite structural obstacles articulated in the shape of objective system-
ic issues and the subjective authorial style. The reader will enter an ongoing work to 
defi ne the recent cinematographic movement while being involved in an eff ort to or-
ganize a prolix material. 


